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ABSTRACT
The Java runtime is installed on billions of devices worldwide, and
over years it has been a primary attack vector for online criminals.
In this work, we address that many attack vectors exploit weaknesses in Java’s information hiding, making use of illegal access to
private members of system classes. To study to what extent such
attacks can be mitigated, and at what cost, this paper demonstrates
a proof-of-concept solution to strengthen information hiding. Experiments show that this approach is backward compatible, and
that it blocks 84% of all information-hiding attacks in a large-scale
sample set at an average performance overhead below 2%. Based on
our experiments, we suggest a solution to strengthen information
hiding for productive use that has the potential to outperform our
proof of concept in terms of robustness and performance, and also
would block the remaining information-hiding attacks. Finally, we
conclude with general advice on the design of secure software.
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INTRODUCTION

Since its introduction in the mid-90’s, the Java platform has seen
widespread adoption, and is now present on literally billions of
devices worldwide. It is one of the first runtime environments
that was originally designed to securely contain the execution
of untrusted code, for which it implements an elaborate security
model [17]. Yet, as Cisco’s Annual Security Reports show, Java was
the primary attack vector for web exploits in 2013 with a share of
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87% [9], and even 91% in 2014, thus clearly outranking Flash and
Adobe PDF [10], and still remains an important target today.
At a first glance this seems rather curious, given that Java implements numerous defense strategies: Java’s bytecode validation, for
instance, statically type-checks all bytecode prior to its execution.
Dynamic policy enforcement uses stack-based access control to
restrict which sensitive operations untrusted code may execute,
while automatic memory management seeks to prevent memorycorruption vulnerabilities. Altogether Java’s security architecture
involves more than a dozen different safeguards, which might lead
one to believe that every mechanism is backed up by at least one
other mechanism, thus implementing defense in depth. In this work
we show, however, that in practice all those mechanisms provide
largely orthogonal guarantees. Because of this, a single failure in
any one mechanism can often enable attackers to completely bypass
all security checks. As we explain, the problem is caused by the
fact that the Java runtime’s security relies heavily on the principle
of information hiding: The security status of the entire platform
depends on a small set of private variables in system classes. By
obtaining access to those variables, or to certain private system
methods, attackers can disable all security checks. Using a set of
exploits covering more than a decade of Java exploitation [21], we
show that 61% of the exploits attack information hiding.
In recent years, Java’s maintainers have fixed numerous individual vulnerabilities that had enabled those exploits. As we show
in this paper, however, the vulnerabilities are just symptoms of a
major underlying design weakness.
This paper gives a detailed account of two possibilities to strengthen information hiding such as to avert all attacks known to date.
The first, the heavyweight mitigation strategy is clean and simple
to explain, yet requires deep and extensive modifications of the
Java virtual machine and its inner workings. Such modifications
would require access to the Java virtual machine’s source code, and
significant engineering efforts to integrate our solution into Java
runtimes of different vendors, on different platforms, in different
versions, to support large-scale testing. This heavyweight solution
is very useful for future platform implementation, but unfortunately
precludes us from implementing and assessing this solution for the
closed-source Java runtimes provided by Oracle and IBM.
Hence, to study the extent to which such attacks can be mitigated by a systematic solution that does not require modifications
of the Java virtual machine, we also present a lightweight proofof-concept approach that strengthens Java’s information hiding by
moving sensitive fields into a securely-encapsulated storage area,
the “blackbox”. This automatically renders impossible all accesses
to those fields through previously exploited channels, such as reflection. The hardening further comprises a dedicated protection
of private methods, classpool layout randomization, and integrity
checks. Our implementation automatically integrates the proposed

changes into past and current versions of the Java platform, without
requiring access to its source code.
Our evaluation shows that this proof-of-concept hardening successfully blocks 84% of all information-hiding exploits in a largescale sample set, and we explain how even the remaining exploits
can be blocked as well. At the same time, the approach is backward compatible and highly efficient—all real-world applications
we tested run unaffectedly, with an average performance overhead
below 2%.
As we also explain, if implemented, the heavyweight mitigation
strategy has the potential to outperform the lightweight proof-ofconcept approach in terms of both speed and robustness.
This paper presents the following core contributions:
• A systematic analysis of Java’s information hiding, which
highlights systematic flaws in Java’s security model.
• A systematic hardening of Java’s information hiding as a
proof-of-concept implementation.
• An analysis showing that the proof of concept blocks 84% of
past information hiding exploits, while retaining backward
compatibility and high performance.
• An elaborate solution approach to strengthen information
hiding for productive use, which improves over the proof of
concept.
• A general discussion on secure software design, taking into
account the insights we gained during our study.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 elaborates on the importance of information hiding in the Java security model. Section 3
discusses threats to information hiding, and Section 4 presents our
lightweight proof-of-concept solution to strengthen the platform.
Section 5 evaluates the proposed lightweight countermeasures. Section 6 discusses the heavyweight redesign of Java’s security architecture for productive use, and in Section 7 we draw general
conclusions on the design of secure software. Finally, Section 8
presents related work, and Section 9 concludes.
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BACKGROUND

At a high level, the platform comprises two components. The Java
virtual machine (JVM) is the program execution engine. It features
a classloader, bytecode interpreter, just-in-time compiler, and other
basic functionality. The second component is the Java class library
(JCL), which interfaces between the user-provided application and
the JVM. It consists of numerous trusted system classes, which
offer commonly-needed functionality to applications, similar to the
standard libraries of other languages. While the JVM is implemented
in native code, most parts of the JCL are implemented in Java. The
Java native interface (JNI) can be used to call native functions from
Java methods, and vice versa.
The platform enforces policies to restrict access to securitycritical functionality (e.g., file and network access) in the JCL by
combining several security mechanisms. Some of these mechanisms
are implemented in the JVM, while others are implemented in the
JCL itself. Security-sensitive methods in the JCL are guarded by
a permission check, which is triggered by a call to the SecurityManager. A permission check inspects the call stack to determine
if the sequence of callers that attempt the desired action are associated with sufficient privileges, and throws a SecurityException

otherwise. This stack-based access control is one of Java’s core security mechanisms. It can be enabled and disabled by the user, but
for the remainder of this paper we assume that a security manager
has been put in charge. Besides, there is also, e.g., bytecode verification, which ensures that class files are well-formed, type-safe and
contain only legal operations, or automatic memory management,
which is responsible for the automatic deallocation of memory, thus
avoiding memory-corruption vulnerabilities.
Information hiding is crucial in policy enforcement. The security status of the entire platform is determined by the contents of
private variables in system classes. One prominent example of such
a security-critical field is System.security. It holds the instance
of SecurityManager that is currently in charge of performing permission checks. Setting this field to null will disable policy enforcement, thus enabling arbitrary code execution. Another example can
be found in java.beans.Statement. Objects of this class represent
arbitrary method calls. They can be instantiated during runtime
and executed by calling execute(). To prevent attackers from gaining privileges by calling a sensitive method through Statement as
opposed to calling it directly, Statement captures the current security context in a private field acc and ensures that execute() will
call the target method only within this context. However, attackers
can elevate their privileges by illegitimately replacing the security
context stored in acc by another context with all privileges, as
demonstrated by the exploit for CVE-2013-2465.
Finally, system classes store instances of restricted classes in private variables. Restricted classes are a subset of system classes
that must remain inaccessible to untrusted code, because they
contain security-sensitive methods that are not guarded by permission checks. A well-known example of a restricted class is
sun.misc.Unsafe, which many exploits abuse to disable security
checks.

3

THREAT MODEL

In the following we outline our assumptions with respect to attackers and attacks that shaped the design of our solution.

3.1

Attacker goals and capabilities

In our threat model, the attacker’s primary goal is to escalate privileges of attacker-controlled code executed by a JRE on the target
machine—with security manager enabled. For this, the attacker
breaks information hiding by exploiting security vulnerabilities in
the JRE to gain access to sensitive private class members in system classes, which in turn are used to achieve privilege escalation.
Eventually, a full compromise of the JVM becomes possible.
For the defenses we present in this paper, we assume that the
attacker has the following capabilities. The presented defenses are
designed to withstand attackers with those capabilities.
• Execute Java code with a restricted set of privileges on the
target machine.
• Exploit vulnerabilities in the Java runtime that allow for
illegitimate access to private sensitive variables and methods
in system classes.
• Statically and dynamically analyze the installation files of
the Java runtime as they are deployed by the vendor.
We further assume the following restrictions.

• The attacker cannot intercept method calls between system
classes, their call arguments are confidential. This assumption is also relevant for the original Java security model.
• The attacker cannot modify the Java runtime on the target
machine in order to prepare the attack. The binary representations of all system classes and native components of the
Java platform on the target machine are out of reach for the
attacker. This assumption is certainly realistic, unless the
target has been compromised already through other means.

3.2

Attack vectors to break information hiding

We reviewed a set of 61 exploits that Holzinger et al. already studied in depth in previous work [21]. This set is the largest sample
set of Java exploits available, covering more than a decade of Java
insecurity. We found that 37 of the exploits directly break Java’s
information hiding, for which they are using one of the following
three ways. Interestingly, each of these attack vectors can be implemented by exploiting just a single security vulnerability, which
supports our claim that the Java security model systematically lacks
defense in depth.
Insecure use of introspection – The reflection API and MethodHandles allow for class introspection at runtime. Their use is restricted and hence subject to policy enforcement, which is implemented through stack-based access control—relevant methods in,
e.g., the reflection API are guarded by a call to the security manager,
which ensures that all code involved in the action has been assigned
appropriate privileges. However, system classes can use introspection APIs in an insecure manner, thus turning them into confused
deputies. This is always the case if a trusted system class uses untrusted input to perform reflective access, e.g., a system class that
calls arbitrary method handles originally provided by untrusted
application code, or field accesses to fields whose names are provided by untrusted code. Exploits can use such confused deputies
to access members that should be inaccessible to them [20].
Type confusion – Java was designed to provide strong typesafety guarantees. The platform combines static and dynamic checks
to prevent that an object of one type is illegally cast to an incompatible type. Enforcing type safety is complex, however, and in the past,
several defects made the platform susceptible to type-confusion
attacks.
In a type-confusion attack, the exploit causes the JVM to incorrectly treat an object of a certain type A as an object of another type
B. Consequently, the attacker can perform actions on this object
that are allowed for type B, but not for type A. If, for example, type
A declares a private field at a certain offset, and type B declares a
public field at the same position, type confusion can be used to
illegally access the private field—convenient, for instance, if one
wishes to null out the field System.security.
Buffer overflows – The JVM is implemented in native code and
hence potentially susceptible to buffer overflows, which attackers
may use to alter portions of memory. The consequence of overwriting memory locations this way is different from case to case, and
strongly depends on the type of memory locations that are affected
by the vulnerability. If the target buffer that is affected by the vulnerability resides on the stack,1 attackers will typically attempt to
1 see

“CWE-121: Stack-based Buffer Overflow”

overwrite return addresses, which would allow them to take over
the control flow of the application. If instead the vulnerable buffer
is allocated on the heap,2 attackers might attempt to manipulate
application-specific data structures, as the stack is out of reach. In
the context of Java security, this might be the contents of sensitive
variables of system classes which are stored on the heap.
Due to the different ways in which different buffer overflow
vulnerabilities can impact the security of the Java platform, we
differentiate two different cases.
Information-hiding attacks use buffer overflows that affect buffers
that are near the locations of sensitive variables of system classes,
which the JVM stores on the heap. Such attacks can be used to overwrite private variables and hence represent a breach of information
hiding. One example of such an attack on the Java platform is the
exploit for CVE-2013-2465. These attacks are within the scope of
this paper, and the countermeasures presented in this paper are
designed to mitigate them.
Control-flow hijacking attacks use buffer overflows that affect
memory locations whose integrity is important to the control flow
of the application, such as return addresses on the call stack of the
JVM. These attacks can take over the application’s control flow
and hence achieve arbitrary code execution without corrupting
information hiding. Control-flow hijacking attacks are not specific
to Java, but instead affect a broad range of native applications. There
are a variety of countermeasures that have been implemented in
the past, such as data execution prevention [30], or address space
layout randomization, to address such attacks. Moreover, there is an
active research community that develops novel countermeasures,
e.g., control-flow integrity checks [2]. Note that the JVM is equally
susceptible to control-flow hijacking attacks as, e.g., PDF viewers,
browsers, or other native applications. This means that a solution
that mitigates such attacks for Java is likely a general solution to
the problem.
Since the focus of this paper is on strengthening information
hiding in Java, we consider control-flow hijacking attacks as out
of scope. However, the countermeasures that were proposed in
academia to address the problem of control-flow hijacking can also
be implemented for the JVM, even complementary to the countermeasures we propose in this paper to strengthen information
hiding.

4

PROOF-OF-CONCEPT SOLUTION

As explained in the introduction, this paper gives a detailed account
of two possibilities to strengthen information hiding such as to avert
all attacks known to date. The heavyweight mitigation strategy is
clean and simple to explain, and is what we would suggest for
productive use. Yet, implementing this solution requires access to
the JVM’s source code, and significant engineering effort. Section 6
explains the design of this strategy.
In this section, we instead present a backward-compatible prototype solution that goes without modifications of the JVM. It is
composed of a systematic orchestration of several countermeasures specifically designed to strengthen information hiding in Java.
These countermeasures effectively block a broad range of attacks
on information hiding, while retaining backward compatibility and
2 see
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Table 1: Relationship between countermeasures and attack
vectors
Attack vectors
Countermeasure
Field blackbox

Introspection

Type conf.

Buffer overfl.

✓

✓

✓

Integrity checker

(✓)*

(✓)*

(✓)*

Method blackbox

✓

✓

-

Classpool layout
randomization

-

✓

✓

*partially: ensures field values’ integrity, but not confidentiality
high performance. We designed them such that they can be instrumented into even closed-source JREs, which allows us to perform
tests on different platforms with different versions.
However, as we explain in detail below, these advantages come
at the cost of using secret tokens that our proof-of-concept solution hardwires into the method bodies of system classes. As we
explain, these tokens are randomly generated and individual for
every host system. It would be possible to generate and update the
secret tokens during the installation routine of the JRE, or even
before every single application run. Alternatively, it would also
be possible to modify the JRE’s class loading mechanism in such
a way that it automatically generates and integrates new secret
tokens into system classes while they are loaded by the JVM. This
way, secret tokens would never be persisted on disk, which would
further complicate attacks. Importantly, however, this drawback
concerns only our experimental lightweight solution. The solution
we propose for productive use in Section 6 does not depend on any
secret tokens.

4.1

Conceptual overview

Section 3.2 presents the various attack vectors that attackers can
use to break information hiding: insecure use of introspection, type
confusion, and buffer overflows. In order to address these attacks,
we propose the “blackbox”: a combination of four countermeasures
that can be integrated into the JCL to prevent illegal member access.
The following details these countermeasures and their individual
purposes in defending information-hiding attacks. Table 1 provides
an overview of how the countermeasures relate to the different
attack vectors.
(1) The field blackbox restricts sensitive fields to be accessed only
from known, trusted code – The values of sensitive variables of
system classes are stored in an isolated storage area to which introspection APIs have only limited access.
(2) The method blackbox restricts sensitive methods to be accessed
only from known, trusted code – Its purpose is to prevent exploits
from calling private methods of system classes using introspection
APIs or type confusion.
(3) Some sensitive fields are read (never written!) directly by the JVM.
The integrity checker assures their integrity, without requiring JVM
modifications – To this end, it adds additional integrity checks to
the JCL that serve as security gates, illegal field modification is thus
detected before having an effect.

(4) Classpool layout randomization is an additional defense layer
against type confusion and buffer overflows – It randomizes the location of field values in memory by modifying the classpool. This
measure alone is not sufficient as countermeasure, as it may be bypassed by advanced search routines. However, it complements the
field blackbox and integrity checker by adding an additional layer
of security, thus raising the bar for future attacks, and contributing
to defense in depth.

4.2

Detailed overview

Field blackbox – As many different attack vectors rely on illegal access to private fields in system classes, protecting sensitive
fields is a key feature of the blackbox. We consider all private
fields in system classes of the following types as sensitive: Unsafe,
SecurityManager, AccessControlContext, ProtectionDomain,
and PermissionCollection, including their array representations.
We derived this list of relevant types from a thorough review of the
Java security architecture [17], as well as from reviews of exploits
in our sample set.
To protect sensitive field values, we replace all regular accesses to
them by calls to the blackbox, thus ensuring that they will never be
read or written from their original locations. This protects against
type confusion and buffer overflows, because sensitive values are
no longer stored along with the parent object’s representation in
memory, but rather in a hard to access location in the blackbox.
Conceptually, the blackbox can use various measures to protect
its contents, including, but not limited to, memory randomization,
on-the-fly encryption, process separation, and even hardware separation. The CHERI ISA [33], for example, is an instruction set
that provides dedicated support for hardware-based, fine-grained
memory protection. Using the CHERI ISA allows applications to
securely restrict how code can access certain memory locations,
which could be used by a blackbox implementation to prevent illegitimate access to the values it contains. As we explain in Section 8,
Chisnall et al. [8] applied the CHERI ISA to implement a sandboxing
mechanism for native code in Java, which highlights the relevance
of this instruction set for Java platform security.
Listing 1 shows an example of a method sysMethod() that accesses a field acc of type AccessControlContext in its parent
class. Before our modification, sysMethod() reads and writes directly the static field (lines 6-7). After integrating the field blackbox
into the class library, rather than loading and storing values in
acc, sysMethod() uses the blackbox’s public interface to read and
write sensitive values instead (lines 9-10). To access field values
in the blackbox, sysMethod() passes at least two arguments. The
first argument, here 2583, is a secret token required to access any
security-relevant functionality in the blackbox. Importantly, the
runtime automatically protects the secret token much better than
the original sensitive field, as it is hardcoded into the method body
of the system class, which cannot be inspected or analyzed by untrusted code. The secret tokens cannot be guessed: Any attempt to
access a blackbox method without the correct token is considered an
attack, and will result in a call to Blackbox.panic(). This method
is an emergency method that adequately responds to an attack, e.g.,
by generating logs and reports for manual interventions, or even by
terminating the execution of a violating application. Note that the

Listing 1: Effects of integrating the field blackbox into the
class library.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

// sensitive field
p r i v a t e s t a t i c AccessControlContext acc ;
p u b l i c v o i d sysMethod ( A c c e s s C o n t r o l C o n t e x t
newAcc ) {
/ / \ \ o r i g i n a l code : \ \
/ / a c c = newAcc ;
/ / System . o u t . p r i n t l n ( a c c ) ;
/ / \ \ modified code : \ \
B l a c k b o x . s e t _static_ r e f ( 2 5 8 3 , 8 7 7 9 0 L , newAcc ) ;
System . o u t . p r i n t l n ( B l a c k b o x . g e t _static_ r e f
(2583 ,87790L) ) ;
}

solution we propose in Section 6 to strengthen information hiding
for productive use does not depend on such secret tokens. Instead,
it extends the JVM instruction set by instructions that can only be
used by system classes, which, however, requires modifications to
the JVM. The second argument, here 87790L, is a unique identifier
associated with the field to be accessed.
Replacing sensitive field accesses in system classes as in Listing 1
causes sensitive fields such as acc to become “dead” as they will
not any more be read or written by their parent class. Without any
further modifications, this would cause legacy reflective accesses to
such fields to misbehave, because the reflection API would access
the original, now “dead” field, while the variable’s parent class
would use the field blackbox instead.
Hence one should seek to support reflective accesses to the blackbox. Yet, while doing so, one must be mindful of the problem of
reflection-based confused-deputy attacks. Confused-deputy vulnerabilities are caused by system classes that make insecure use of
reflection—they call methods of the reflection API in a way that
allows attackers to arbitrarily specify the targets of reflective access, thus providing access to private variables of system classes. A
secure use of reflection, in contrast, is performed using constant
arguments, which cannot be modified dynamically. We found actual examples of system classes that make secure use of reflection
to access sensitive fields of other system classes. Preserving this
legitimate access is thus required to retain backward compatibility.
We did not find any examples of classes in the JCL which make
insecure use of reflection to access sensitive fields of other system
classes.
We thus propose to extend the reflection API and modify call
sites accordingly such that secure, i.e., restricted, uses of reflection
will be automatically rerouted to the field blackbox, while insecure,
i.e., unrestricted, uses of reflection remain unchanged. To detect
relevant call sites, we statically analyze all system classes in the JCL
to find calls to Class.getDeclaredField(fieldName). For every
such finding, the analysis determines if the call is performed on
constant values for Class and fieldName. As the attacker cannot
modify such calls, they imply a restricted, secure use of reflection.
Actions performed on an instance of Field obtained this way can be
safely rerouted to the field blackbox. To achieve this, the analysis

Listing 2: Secure reflective access to sensitive fields will be
automatically rerouted to the blackbox to ensure backward
compatibility.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

p u b l i c Unsafe s e c R e f l e c t ( ) {
F i e l d f = Unsafe . c l a s s . g e t D e c l a r e d F i e l d ( "
theUnsafe " ) ;
f . enableBlackbox (2583 ,383970 L ) ;
f . setAccessible ( true ) ;
return ( Unsafe ) f . get ( n u l l ) ; / / succeeds
}
p u b l i c Unsafe i n s e c R e f l e c t ( S t r i n g s ) {
F i e l d f = Unsafe . c l a s s . g e t D e c l a r e d F i e l d ( s ) ;
f . setAccessible ( true ) ;
return ( Unsafe ) f . get ( n u l l ) ; / / f a i l s
}

instruments any secure call site for getDeclaredField() such
that the returned instance of Field will be permanently associated
with the unique identifier for the concerning field. This identifier
is required to access the corresponding value in the field blackbox.
Our modification of the reflection API causes methods such as
Field.get() to check for such an association of a unique identifier.
If such an association exists, rather than attempting to read the
respective value from the original variable, the identifier is used to
obtain it from the field blackbox. If the static analysis finds a call
site that it does not consider to be secure, or it detects a secure call
site that targets a non-sensitive field, the original code will not be
modified and the method call will not be rerouted to the blackbox.
Listing 2 illustrates how the analysis deals with different uses of
reflection. In this example, secReflect() invokes getDeclaredField() in line 2 on constant values Unsafe.class and "theUnsafe", which the analysis considers to be a secure use of reflection. Because of that, and the fact that Unsafe.theUnsafe is a
sensitive variable, the analysis will reroute the field access to the
blackbox.
The second method in this example, insecReflect(), is treated
differently. In contrast to secReflect(), it contains a call to getDeclaredField() in line 9 that passes a variable as field name,
rather than a constant. The analysis considers this insecure and
does not modify the call site to reroute Field.get() in line 11 to
prevent potential confused deputy attacks.
Method blackbox – Certain private methods in system classes
can be used to bypass security checks. The purpose of the method
blackbox is to prevent attackers from using type confusion or reflection to call these sensitive methods.
As illustrated in Listing 3, our approach is simple, and yet effective against common attacks. In this example, getPrivateFields()
is a sensitive private method that must be protected from illegal
invocation. To achieve this, the method blackbox adds an additional
argument token to getPrivateFields() that will be checked at
the beginning of the method, see lines 2-3 in Listing 3. The method
will continue its normal operations only if token contains a specific value, here 9377, otherwise, Blackbox.panic() will be called,
which serves as an emergency method that adequately responds to

Listing 3: The method blackbox protects private methods by
adding a check for a secret token.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

p r i v a t e F i e l d [ ] g e t P r i v a t e F i e l d s ( i n t token ,
Class c ) {
i f ( token != 9377) {
Blackbox . panic ( ) ;
} / / . . . o r i g i n a l code
}
public boolean h a s P r i v a t e F i e l d s ( Class c ) {
i f ( getPrivateFields (9377 , c ) . length > 0)
/ / . . . o r i g i n a l code
}

attempted attacks. As can be seen in line 8, all callers in the parent
class will be updated such that they pass the required secret token
as an argument, backward compatibility is thus retained. Exploits
that obtain access to methods protected this way, e.g., by using a
confused deputy, cannot call them without the correct token. Importantly, the solution we propose for productive use in Section 6 does
not use any secret tokens. Instead, it extends the JVM instruction
set by dedicated instructions for sensitive method calls that only
system classes can use.
Integrity checker – The field blackbox is the core feature of
our proposed solution, but there are some sensitive fields in the
JCL to which it cannot be applied. Those fields are accessed not
only by their parent class, but also directly by native code in the
JVM. Replacing field accesses only in their parent classes while
leaving accesses in the JVM unmodified would result in inconsistent
behavior. However, modifying the JVM accordingly would require
access to its source code, thus violating the design goals of our
proof of concept (see Section 4).
A review of the relevant fields reveals that in all cases the confidentiality of their values is not an issue, but only their integrity
is important to the security of the platform. The array AccessControlContext.context is an example of such a field. It contains the set of protection domains that will be considered when
a permission check is to be executed in the respective context. Its
content is not secret and could possibly even be obtained through
other means, so it is not required to protect the confidentiality
of context. Its integrity, however, is of high importance, because
illegal modification would compromise access control.
Further, the JVM writes to these fields only during object initialization, if at all. In all other cases, the JVM only performs read
accesses, e.g., reading AccessControlContext.context when a
permission check is to be executed.
To protect also these special fields, we developed the integrity
checker, an alternative countermeasure that is used to guard sensitive fields that cannot be moved to the blackbox. The basic concept
of the integrity checker is to track throughout program execution
all legal field modifications of protected fields such that illegal modifications can be detected before they impact the security of the
platform. To achieve this, we keep a checksum in the field blackbox
for every object that contains at least one field whose integrity
is to be protected. Every legal field modification in a parent class

will cause the corresponding checksum in the field blackbox to be
updated. To prevent attackers from simply updating themselves
the checksum after an illegal field modification, updating this value
requires a secret token known only to the parent class. Similarly to
the field blackbox, this token is stored only within the class’ code,
and the solution we propose in Section 6 for productive use works
without secret tokens.
We added integrity checks to the JCL that serve as security gates—
whenever they are reached during program execution, they will
evaluate for relevant objects whether the current field values of
protected fields still correspond to the checksum in the field blackbox. If this is not the case, at least one of the fields must have been
modified illegally, and the blackbox will call its emergency method
Blackbox.panic(), which adequately responds to attempted attacks.
Classpool layout randomization – Every class file contains
a section known as the classpool, which lists all class and instance
fields of the type. The location of fields in memory is dependent on
their position in the classpool. Past exploits expect certain sensitive
fields to be at certain memory locations, because their location in
the classpool is known.
To break assumptions of known exploits and increase the effort
required to implement new low-level exploits, we apply classpool
layout randomization. This countermeasure shuffles the order of
existing fields in the classpool and adds a random number of new
dummy fields, which results in randomized locations of field values
in memory. All attacks that aim for specific fields in memory will
thus have to integrate a search routine to find the correct locations.
We currently apply this countermeasure only to AccessControlContext, but it can be applied to other system classes as well.

4.3

Implementation

To be able to validate our prototype implementation of the proposed
countermeasures on different JREs, we designed it as a transformation engine. It takes as input the class library of a given JRE (e.g.,
the rt.jar file of the Oracle JRE), then modifies all required classes
to integrate our proposed countermeasures, and finally outputs the
set of files that have changed. Then any original, unmodified JVM
can be instructed via command line arguments to use the modified
system classes that were generated by the transformation engine.
Our implementation uses the Javassist [7] library to locate fields
and methods, and to implement all modifications to class files that
are necessary to integrate our proposed countermeasures into the
JCL. We use ASM [1] to identify system classes that implement
statically-confined reflective accesses to fields protected by the
blackbox, so that we can redirect these calls accordingly.
The transformation engine is implemented such that it automatically searches for fields and methods that meet our specified criteria,
which significantly reduces the effort required to adjust the engine
to previously unseen JRE implementations. This high portability
allowed us to apply it to Oracle Java 7 and 8 on Windows, as well
as to IBM Java 7 on Linux.
The prototype features two modes of operation. In one of them,
all sensitive values are stored in native code, all accesses have to
be made through JNI. Since this is implemented in native code, the
technical measures that could be used to protect the blackbox and

its contents are unlimited. In the other mode, sensitive values are
stored in a dedicated Java class, which is only used within methods
of system classes that legally access the blackbox. This mode of
operation is highly portable as it is implemented in Java, but its
capabilities to use certain protection mechanisms are also restricted.

EVALUATION

We next explain how we used our “lightweight” prototype to evaluate the following research questions:
RQ1: How effective is the blackbox in blocking existing attack
vectors?
RQ2: Is the blackbox backward compatible with legacy applications?
RQ3: What is the performance impact of the blackbox on applications?

5.1

RQ1: Effectiveness

We evaluated the effectiveness of the blackbox using a sample set
of 61 unique, well-studied exploits [21], which, to the best of our
knowledge, is the most comprehensive sample set of Java exploits
available. We added an additional exploit that we forked from one
of the 61 exploits to demonstrate that violating the integrity of a
field that is accessed directly by the JVM is sufficient to compromise
the Oracle JRE.
As a first step, we removed all exploits that do not depend on a
breach of information hiding, as they are out of scope. The result is a
set of 38 relevant exploits, which is a larger share than we originally

Oracle JRE on Windows

Limitations

One major concern of the lightweight solution is the use of secret
tokens that are hardwired into the method bodies of system classes.
The purpose of these tokens is to prevent untrusted code from
accessing methods of the blackbox. The use of secret tokens in our
proof of concept is the result of a deliberate design choice: it is a
tradeoff that allows us to integrate our lightweight solution into
closed-source Java runtimes without having to modify native components, at the cost of reduced attack resistance. The heavyweight
solution we propose for productive use in Section 6 requires no
secret tokens, but, as we will explain, its implementation requires
modifications to the JVM.
Other concerns, besides the use of secret tokens, relate to the
storage area of the blackbox, that is supposed to securely contain
the contents of security-critical variables. Similar to the secret tokens, also these values might potentially be leaked to attackers due
to memory safety problems. One mitigation strategy is to leverage
software-based protection mechanisms, such as process isolation,
or ASLR. Using Rust [24] to implement the native blackbox components would provide strong guarantees with respect to memory safety, thus reducing the risk of introducing security-critical
vulnerabilities. Additional mitigation strategies involve the use of
dedicated hardware support. TPMs can be used to store sensitive
values, which would significantly strengthen the implementation of
the blackbox. Alternatively, as we explained previously in Section 4,
the CHERI ISA [33], or similar solutions can be used to prevent
untrusted code from accessing sensitive memory locations.

5

Countermeasures

IBM JDK on Ubuntu

4.4

Table 2: Overview of the exploits that are blocked by at least
one of the countermeasures that we propose.

Exploit

Fields

Integrity

Methods

Layout

IntegrityTestExploit
NO-CVE-27
MULTI-CVE-20125075-2012-4681
MULTI-CVE-20124681-2012-5074
MULTI-CVE-20121682-2012-1726
MULTI-CVE-20120547-2012-1726
CVE-2013-2465
CVE-2013-1475
CVE-2012-1726
CVE-2012-5076b
CVE-2012-5076c
CVE-2012-5076d
CVE-2012-5076e
CVE-2012-5076f
CVE-2012-5076g
CVE-2013-2423
CVE-2012-4681
CVE-2012-5076a1
NO-CVE-3

✓
✓

✓
-

-

✓

✓

-

-

-

✓

-

-

-

✓

-

-

-

✓

-

-

-

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

-

✓
-

✓
-

NO-CVE-8-ibm
NO-CVE-9-ibm
NO-CVE-10-ibm
NO-CVE-11-ibm
NO-CVE-12-ibm
NO-CVE-13-ibm
NO-CVE-14-ibm
NO-CVE-18-ibm
NO-CVE-19-ibm
NO-CVE-20-ibm
NO-CVE-24-ibm
NO-CVE-26-ibm
NO-CVE-30-ibm

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
-

✓
✓

-

✓
-

expected. We then evaluated how many of these 38 informationhiding attacks are blocked by our proof-of-concept solution. We
found that our solution effectively blocks 32 exploits (84%). Table 2
provides details on the effectiveness of each of the four countermeasures. Considering that under normal conditions Java’s regular
protection of private class members is also in effect, all 32 exploits
are now mitigated by at least two complementary countermeasures,
five of them even by three.
Finally, we reviewed the remaining six information-hiding attacks not blocked by our solution, and found that they implement
the same attack vector, but using different vulnerabilities as a foundation. All these attacks use defects that provide illegitimate access

to ClassLoader.defineClass(), a protected method that attackers can abuse to define high-privileged, custom classes. The method
blackbox is not applied to this method to remain backward compatible: when there is no security manager, there may be user-provided
subclasses of ClassLoader that call defineClass() for legitimate
purposes. While our current prototype does not block these attacks,
there are two possible solutions to address this.
One solution is to apply the method blackbox also to defineClass() in cases when a security manager is set. While our current
implementation does not consider the status of the security manager, such support can be added for this purpose. Another solution
is to apply the “privilege escalation rule” proposed by Coker et
al. [11], which prevents classes from loading other classes with
higher privileges. It was designed to mitigate attacks involving
defineClass() or similar functionality. Although this countermeasure does not address information-hiding attacks in general, it
is an ideal complement to our solution.

5.2

RQ2: Backward compatibility

To evaluate the backward compatibility of the blackbox, we executed a small set of simple test applications, as well as all benchmarks in the DaCapo benchmark suite [6] version 9.12-bach on our
modified versions of the Oracle JRE 7 and IBM JDK 7. The DaCapo
suite consists of 14 different benchmarks, which represent complex
real-world applications of various application domains, running
non-trivial workloads. All applications completed as expected and
we did not discover any misbehavior that resulted from our modifications. The countermeasures we propose are highly backward
compatible. Integrating the blackbox into the JCL does not modify
any public interfaces, the officially supported functionality of the
platform is retained, and applications run unaffectedly.
The prototype is implemented as a transformation engine that
instruments its changes into an original JRE installation. It can be
applied to a broader spectrum of different JREs, in different versions,
on different platforms, although JVM-specific adaptations may be
required, e.g., concerning the fields that are to be protected by the
integrity checker.

5.3

RQ3: Performance

We used the DaCapo benchmark suite for a large-scale performance
evaluation, because it was specifically designed for this purpose [6].
We executed all benchmarks under several configurations. First,
we run all benchmarks using an unmodified Oracle JRE 7 installation, which serves as a baseline for comparisons. Then, we run all
benchmarks on the modified Oracle JRE 7 that contains the blackbox mechanisms. This is performed twice per benchmark: once
in the “Java blackbox” mode of operation, which stores sensitive
values in a dedicated Java class, and once in the “native blackbox”
mode of operation, which stores sensitive values in a custom native
component. Finally, all tests are executed two times, once without
a SecurityManager, and once with the default SecurityManager
with a security policy that grants all permissions to all code. In
each configuration, we conducted 500 timed application runs per
benchmark. We excluded the first 100 runs, which served only as
a warmup, and reported the average of the remaining runs as a

Table 3: Results of our performance measurements. Absolute overheads provided in milliseconds.
Java blackbox

Native blackbox

Benchmark

w/o SM
abs. rel.

w/ SM
abs. rel.

w/o SM
abs. rel.

w/ SM
abs. rel.

avrora
batik
eclipse
fop
h2
jython
luindex
lusearch
pmd
sunflow
tomcat
tradebeans
tradesoap
xalan

-23
-2
437
-5
-90
19
3
-4
32
-6
-113
-15
445
11

-4
-*
1925
-5
-79
31
2
-22
58
-41
295
21
-119
2

-4
1
138
2
8
24
-25
-21
75
-9
-225
8
32
-5

-16
-*
2412
-1
143
47
35
5
113
-21
1019
72
-337
-9

Geom. mean

-1%
0%
3%
-3%
-2%
1%
0%
0%
2%
0%
-1%
0%
2%
1%
0%

0%
-*
10%
-2%
-2%
2%
0%
-2%
3%
-2%
2%
1%
0%
0%
1%

0%
0%
1%
1%
0%
2%
-3%
-2%
4%
0%
-2%
0%
0%
-1%
0%

-1%
-*
13%
-1%
4%
3%
3%
1%
6%
-1%
5%
2%
-1%
-1%
2%

*batik cannot be executed with a security manager.

result. Measurements were performed on Windows 10, Intel Core
i5-3350P 3.10GHz CPU, with 12GB RAM.
Table 3 shows the results of our performance tests. As can be
seen, in the “Java blackbox” mode of operation, all overheads lie
in the range of -3% and 10%. Except for two outliers, overheads
induced by the blackbox are between -2% and 3%. Only seven benchmarks show a slowdown at all. Negative overheads imply that our
modifications increased execution speed, however, this is rather unlikely. Our measurements are subject to small inaccuracies, which
are not caused by deficiencies in our experimental setup, but rather
inherent to all Java benchmarks executed on a real hardware/software stack. Gil et al. [16] studied this effect in depth and found that
even executing identical code can lead to slightly different runtime
measurements. Gu et al. [19] identified various factors that can lead
to variances in execution speed of Java applications.
The performance measurement results for the “native blackbox”
mode of operation are similar, but we observe slightly higher overheads for some benchmarks. Overall, the overheads lie between -3%
and 13%. Excluding two outliers, overheads range from -2% to 6%.
We expected these higher overheads, because the native blackbox
involves a higher number of JNI calls, which are costly compared
to regular Java calls.
The highest overheads in both modes of operation can be seen
for Eclipse. The reason is that this benchmark is itself a collection
of performance tests for the Eclipse Java Development Tools, which
frequently exercise a specific call sequence that became slower
through our modifications. Even though Eclipse is a real-world
application, the workload it performs in the DaCapo benchmark
suite does not at all resemble typical user behavior.
In summary, average overheads (geometric means) lie between
0% and 2%.

6

REDESIGNING JAVA FOR PRODUCTIVE USE

The following presents ideas on how to strengthen information
hiding for productive use, overcoming weaknesses of our proof-ofconcept approach.
The first step in improving the security design of the platform
would be to consolidate the core of policy enforcement in a central,
isolated component, which we call the Java security monitor. This
includes all data structures that determine the security status of
the system (e.g., whether security mechanisms are enabled or not),
data structures involved in policy enforcement (security policies,
etc.), and all algorithms that operate on these data structures.
For protecting sensitive members in system classes that do not
belong to the core of policy enforcement (like Statement.acc),
we propose to extend the Java Language Specification [18] by an
additional modifier critical. Members modified this way should
be protected in the same way as the blackbox protects fields: reflective access should, if at all, only be allowed when performed in a
statically-confined manner, and the member’s location in memory
should be randomized to prevent low-level attacks. Further, we propose to extend the JVM instruction set by a new set of instructions
whose use is reserved for system classes only. These instructions,
on the one hand, comprise dedicated commands that system classes
must use to call private methods. On the other hand, the new instruction set comprises dedicated commands for critical field
access. We provide a specification of these instructions in Appendix A. Since application classes cannot use these instructions, they
are systematically prevented from accessing sensitive members
directly, or by means of reflection. This design prevents illegitimate access to sensitive members without the use of secret tokens,
which reduces the attack surface compared to the proof-of-concept
implementation presented in Section 4.
We suggest the following strategy to implement our proposed
changes:
(1) Consolidate the core of policy enforcement in a natively implemented security monitor, which includes all functionality required
to carry out permission checks. The security monitor must further
comprise a dedicated, secure data store for critical field values,
like Statement.acc. The implementation should be based on a
multi-process architecture, such that operating system-based process isolation can be used to separate the security monitor from
application code.
(2) Extend the JVM’s bytecode interpreter and just-in-time compiler by the new set of instructions that we propose for sensitive
member access.
(3) Modify the platform’s bytecode verifier to provide support for
the new set of instructions. The verifier must ensure that these
instructions are only used by system classes, by which we avoid
the use of any secret tokens.
(4) Modify the JCL’s source code to add the new modifier critical
to all sensitive fields in system classes that do not belong to the core
of policy enforcement, like Statement.acc. It is possible to reuse
our proof-of-concept implementation to automatically identify all
relevant fields.
(5) Modify the Java compiler as follows:

(a) System classes that access a critical field must use the extended instruction set for this purpose to make use of the security
monitor’s data store.
(b) System classes must use the extended instruction set to call
private methods.
(c) Extend the compiler by a static analysis that detects reflective
access from a system class to critical members of other system
classes, using a similar approach like our proof-of-concept implementation. Statically-confined, and hence secure accesses to private
members must be treated like regular, legal critical member accesses and must apply the new instruction set to allow the access.
(6) Extend the runtime to enforce the “privilege escalation rule”
proposed by Coker et al. [11], which prevents classes from loading
other classes with higher privileges. This specifically guards against
attacks that abuse ClassLoader.defineClass(), or similar functionality.

7

SECURE SOFTWARE DESIGN

The case of Java raises general questions concerning the secure
design of complex systems. Despite significant efforts, many largescale systems were repeatedly exposed to single vulnerabilities
which undermined their entire security architectures. Such fragility
must be inherent to the implemented architectures, and continuous
efforts in patching individual bugs does not solve the underlying
problems in system design.
We can measure the brittleness of a target software system in
two dimensions:
Compile-time metric – What is the minimum number of lines
in the target system’s source code that need to be modified to compromise the whole system? In the case of Java, a single line of
code is sufficient. Inserting return null; in the beginning of
System.getSecurityManager() is just one example, and there
are many alternatives.
Runtime metric – What is the minimum number of bits in memory that need to be modified to compromise the target system? For Java,
the number of bits is lower or equal to the size of a single object reference in memory. Flipping the bits that represent System.security
is just one example.
Low numbers for any of the two metrics represent high brittleness, however, it is not clear to what extent these metrics correlate.
Besides the obvious examples that we gave to illustrate Java’s brittleness, there is an unknown number of non-obvious modifications
that would equally compromise policy enforcement. In fact, replacing a single occurrence of == by = might break a large number
of highly security-critical software systems. High brittleness not
only implies that a software system is susceptible to security bugs
introduced unintentionally, it also implies a high potential for hiding hard-to-find backdoors. Java was designed as a self-protecting
system, i.e., the security mechanisms that are supposed to protect
the system are part of the system itself. This inherently leads to
circular dependencies, which presumably contributes to brittleness.
An alternative to a self-protecting system is a system that is compartmentalized such that access control decisions are carried out
by a dedicated component, the reference monitor. This fundamental
concept has its origins in the design of secure military systems,
and it aims for reliable and hard-to-bypass policy enforcement.

Early work in this area [4] defines a set of principles, according
which the reference monitor has to be tamper proof, be involved in
all security-related decisions, and simple enough to be verifiable.
The similar concept of a security kernel directly associates tamper
resistance with isolation [28]. The redesign of Java’s security architecture that we proposed is fully in line with these principles.
Previous work referred to the SecurityManager as an implementation of a reference monitor [15], however, we argue that it does
not sufficiently comply to any of the above principles.
The fragility of complex software is, to large extents, caused by
shortcomings in its security design. This detailed study of information hiding in Java can be seen as a case study that supports this
claim. Further research is needed to provide a better understanding
of how to detect and prevent security design flaws.
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RELATED WORK

Various different approaches to strengthen the Java platform have
been proposed in the past. However, as we explain in the following, none of them adequately protect against common attacks on
information hiding.
There is a countermeasure that specifically addresses the dangers of insecure use of reflection: so-called filter maps. System
classes can use public interfaces of the reflection API to add individual class members to filter maps, which hides them from reflective access, similar to a blacklist. System.security is an example
of a field that is added to the field filter map by default—calling
System.getDeclaredFields() will thus return all declared fields
except for security. This countermeasure is generally ineffective
against low-level attacks involving, e.g., type confusion, as sensitive
field values remain in the same memory locations. Filter maps could,
in theory, be effective against attacks involving confused deputies
that insecurely use reflection, but in practice, many sensitive fields
are not added to filter maps.
Besides, there have been various proposals in academia to revise
Java’s original approach to stack inspection [3, 25, 32]. While these
approaches overcome certain shortcomings of Java’s stack inspection routine, they were not designed to strengthen information
hiding. Especially low-level attacks involving type confusion and
buffer overflows are not in scope of these mechanisms, and they
hence do not provide sufficient protection against these attacks.
Various techniques have been proposed to detect and prevent
buffer overflows in native code [12, 13, 23, 27], including approaches
to enforce control-flow integrity [2, 34]. Although this field of research advanced in the past years, buffer overflows are still considered a challenge today, as many approaches suffer from practical
problems, like high performance overheads, or low precision. Moreover, none of these techniques address illegal field access in Java
through type confusion, or by means of a confused deputy.
Classpool layout randomization is a countermeasure that achieves
randomized memory locations of sensitive fields of Java classes.
Different variants of address obfuscation and randomization have
been proposed and implemented in the past [5, 22, 29], however, to
the best of our knowledge, we are the first ones to implement this
specifically for Java class files.
Woodruff et al. [33] presented the CHERI Instruction-Set Architecture (ISA), which implements fine-grained, capability-based

memory protection at the hardware layer. Our prototype implementation of the blackbox uses software-based mechanisms and secret
tokens to prevent illegal access to the contents of the blackbox. The
CHERI ISA could be used to separate the contents of the blackbox
and restrict access to only legitimate callers on the hardware level,
thus further strengthening the implementation of our proposed
concept. Chisnall et al. [8] used the CHERI ISA to implement a
sandboxing mechanism for native code in Java, which ensures that
also this code adheres to Java’s security and memory model, thus
preventing access to security-critical memory locations.
Toledo et al. [31] investigated a different approach to redesign
access control in Java. They found that security-related code is scattered all over the codebase, and use aspect-oriented programming
to modularize access control. Their solution increases maintainability and allows for finer-grained policies, but it does not address
common attacks on information hiding.
Finally, it is important to note that the Java module system [26]
was introduced with Java 9. This new scheme allows for stronger
encapsulation of sensitive system classes, resulting in fewer system
classes being available to attacker-controlled code, which potentially reduces the attack surface. However, the module system is not
specifically designed to mitigate the low-level attacks we discussed
in this paper, see Section 3. For example, illegal field modification
through a type confusion vulnerability or buffer overflow remains
an important issue that is not solved by the module system. Further,
as shown by Dann et al. [14], the module system does not comprehensively prevent sensitive objects from escaping their declaring
modules, even in cases where they are declared to be internal, which
can result in vulnerabilities similar to the ones we discussed here.
From this, we conclude that the countermeasures we propose remain highly relevant. From a conceptual point of view, the solutions
we present in this paper are compatible with the module system,
and implementing the solution we propose in Section 6 together
with the module system may in fact provide the strongest defense.
In summary, we conclude that no countermeasure that has been
proposed previously reliably and comprehensively protects against
common attacks on information hiding in Java.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the role of information hiding in Java’s
security model and found that a large portion of common attack
vectors depend on illegal access to private members of system
classes. We presented a proof-of-concept solution that significantly
strengthens information hiding in the Java platform by combining
a set of different countermeasures that can be integrated into the
JCL. An evaluation shows that these countermeasures block 84% of
all information-hiding attacks in a large-scale sample set, and we
explain how even the remaining attacks can be blocked as well. We
further show that our solution retains backward compatibility and
high performance—a set of real-world applications runs with an
average overhead below 2%. Moreover, we suggest a fundamental
redesign of the Java platform for productive use that has the potential to outperform our proof of concept in terms of robustness and
speed. We finally discuss general thoughts on the design of secure
software, which are based on the insights we gained during our
study.
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A

EXTENSION TO THE JVM INSTRUCTION
SET

Instruction:
getfield_critical
Operation:
Fetch critical field from object.
Format:
getfield_critical
indexbyte1
indexbyte2
Operand stack:
..., objectref →
..., value
See also:
getfield
Instruction:
getstatic_critical
Operation:
Get critical static field from class.
Format:

getstatic_critical
indexbyte1
indexbyte2
Operand stack:
..., →
..., value
See also:
getstatic
Instruction:
putfield_critical
Operation:
Set critical field in object.
Format:
putfield_critical
indexbyte1
indexbyte2
Operand stack:
..., objectref, value →
...
See also:
putfield
Instruction:
putstatic_critical
Operation:
Set critical static field in class.
Format:
putstatic_critical
indexbyte1
indexbyte2
Operand stack:
..., value →
...
See also:
putstatic
Instruction:
invokespecial_critical
Operation:

Invoke private instance method.
Format:
invokespecial_critical
indexbyte1
indexbyte2
Operand stack:
..., objectref, [arg1, [arg2 ...]] →
...
See also:
invokespecial
Instruction:
invokestatic_critical
Operation:
Invoke private static method.
Format:
invokestatic_critical
indexbyte1
indexbyte2
Operand stack:
..., [arg1, [arg2 ...]] →
...
See also:
invokestatic

